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ABSTRACT
The cryosphere plays a significant role in Earth’s climate system.
Therefore, an accurate simulation of sea ice is of great importance
to improve climate projections. To enable higher resolution simula-
tions, graphics processing units (GPUs) have become increasingly
attractive as they offer higher floating point peak performance and
better energy efficiency compared to CPUs. However, making use
of the theoretical peak performance usually requires more care
and effort in the implementation. In recent years, a number of
frameworks have become available that promise to simplify general
purpose GPU programming. In this work, we compare multiple
such frameworks, including CUDA, SYCL, Kokkos and PyTorch, for
the parallelization of neXtSIM-DG, a finite-element based dynami-
cal core for sea ice. We evaluate the different approaches according
to their usability and performance.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Simulations are critical to understand the effects of climate change
and to enable stakeholders to mitigate its impact on societies and
individuals [14]. An important part of the Earth’s climate system is
the cryosphere, which impacts in particular long term processes.
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The Scale-Aware Sea Ice Project (SASIP)1 is currently developing
the novel sea ice model neXtSIM-DG for climate simulations that
aims to both improve the representation of the physical processes
and the efficiency and accuracy of the numerical implementation.

An important factor for the fidelity and reliability of climate
simulations is the horizontal resolution, with 1 km, convection-
resolving simulations being targeted for the next generation of
models [4, 26]. The resulting computations necessitate exascale
HPC systems with significant GPU-based accelerators [25]. Sub-
stantial efforts have hence been devoted to porting components of
existing climate models to the GPU [7, 13, 24, 27].

In line with these developments, SASIP aims to substantially
increase the resolution of cryosphere simulations in coupled cli-
mate models. Its dynamical core builds on a viscous plastic sea ice
model with a discretization based on a higher order discontinu-
ous/continuous Galerkin method [23]. Computationally, this leads
to a large number of identical per-element operations. This data
parallelism make the computations well suited for GPUs, which are
built around a data parallel processing model.

In this work, we evaluate different options for the GPU paral-
lelization of the neXtSIM-DG dynamical core. CUDA remains very
popular and is the de facto standard for general purpose GPU pro-
gramming but only works on NVIDIA hardware. Furthermore, it
typically implies a dedicated GPU implementation whose devel-
opment and performance tuning requires substantial effort. For
these reasons, different options have emerged that promise greater
flexibility and usability. Directive-based GPU programming frame-
works such as OpenMP and OpenACC require typically minimal
changes to the code but also provide little control and options for
performance optimizations. SYCL [30] and Kokkos [32] are frame-
works designed for heterogeneous computing that allow to target
different compute hardware. A major challenge for these is to attain
close-to-optimal performance across different hardware platforms
and in particular to efficiently exploit GPU specific features such
as shared memory or tensor cores. Another recent alternative are
libraries such as jax and PyTorch that were primarily developed for
machine learning. Their backends consist of high-performance lin-
ear algebra libraries that target different hardwares and that include
a compiler to map computations efficiently onto these. Examples
for these backends include XLA [1], Triton [31] and TensorRT [21].

Our results show that options such as SYCL and Kokkos still
suffer from an unreliable toolchain. Dedicated CUDA code remains
a strong baseline with Kokkos providing comparable performance.

1https://sasip-climate.github.io
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PyTorch’s new compiler TorchInductor provides a slight perfor-
mance advantage over hand-written CUDA code. Its usability is
currently, however, limited since it is not designed for a stand-alone
use in C++, although we show that this is possible.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Sec. 2
we give a brief overview of the neXtSIM-DG dynamical core. The
different GPU implementations of it are detailed in the subsequent
Sec. 3. Results are presented in Sec. 4 and directions for future work
and a summary is provided in Sec. 5.

2 MODEL DESCRIPTION
The viscous plastic sea icemodel byHibler [12] consists of advection
equations for the ice height 𝐻 and ice concentration 𝐴

𝜕𝑡𝐻 + div (v𝐻 ) = 𝑆𝐻 , 𝜕𝑡𝐴 + div (v𝐴) = 𝑆𝐴, (1)

and the momentum equation for the two dimensional velocity field

𝜌ice𝐻𝜕𝑡v = div 𝝈 (v, 𝐴, 𝐻 ) + 𝐹, (2)

with the ice density 𝜌ice and 𝐹 combining all external forcings.
Various material models are discussed in the literature [10] but we
focus on the classical viscous-plastic model. Since implicit solvers
for this highly non-linear model are costly [18], one often uses an
explicit iteration in the sense of a pseudo-time stepping iteration,
namely the mEVP solver [6]

𝝈 (𝑝 ) = 𝛼

1 + 𝛼
𝝈 (𝑝−1) + 1

1 + 𝛼
𝝈 𝑣𝑝 (v(𝑝−1) , 𝐴, 𝐻 ),

𝝈 𝑣𝑝 (v, 𝐴, 𝐻 ) = 𝜂 (∇v + ∇v𝑇 ) + 𝜁 div(v)𝐼 − 𝑃

2 ,
(3)

where the viscosities 𝜂, 𝜁 depend on velocity, ice height and ice con-
centration. The typical solution procedure is thereby as follows: The
advection equation (1) is solved with a large time step. The momen-
tum equation (2) and mEVP iteration (3) are then subcycled with a
smaller step size. Usually, more than 100 substeps are performed
per advection step. The main effort in each case is the evaluation
of the non-linear material law, given by 𝜎 (v, 𝐴, 𝐻 ). Details on the
discretization and solution method are given in [23].

2.1 Discretization
The neXtSIM-DG dynamical core [23] discretizes equations (1)-(3)
on quadrilateral meshes in spherical coordinates. Discretization of
the advection equations is by higher order discontinuous Galerkin
methods using a standard upwind scheme. In time, higher order
explicit Runge-Kutta methods are used. The velocity is discretized
using higher order continuous finite elements and the stress variable
is represented in the gradient of the velocity space, which results
in a tensor-valued discontinuous Galerkin method.

The mesh is topologically fully structured and the mesh elements
are mapped from a reference element onto the computational mesh
for better alignment with coastlines and a more equal mesh spacing.
This isoparametric element map comes from the same finite element
space as the velocity. Details are again given in [23].

3 IMPLEMENTATION
Our work uses the C++ CPU implementation of the NextSim-DG
dynamical core [23] as basis for the GPU port and as reference for
performance evaluation. The CPU implementation leverages the

serial [s] OpenMP [s] speedup
advection 188.32 34.34 5.48
strain 918.84 185.28 4.96
stress 1741.43 206.36 8.44

divergence 1023.07 170.81 5.99
velocity 728.80 85.73 8.50
total 4653.2 699.75 6.65

Table 1: Runtime of 120 time-steps of the simulation with
2.6× 105 elements on a 10 core CPU. Except for the advection,
all major computations are part of the mEVP iteration which
performs 100 sub-steps in each time-step.

linear algebra library Eigen [11], which is highly optimized and,
e.g., exploits CPU vector units. Computations consist mostly of a
large number of matrix-vector products and component-wise vector
operations with small vectors, e.g. of size 8, corresponding to per-
element operations in the finite element discretization. Since the
vector sizes are known at compile time, the implementation benefits
greatly from Eigen’s template-based design. In particular, fixed
sized matrices do not require dynamic allocations and operations
involving such matrices can be fully unrolled. Furthermore, the use
of expression templates in Eigen eliminates unnecessary temporary
variables in expressions involving multiple operations.

In Table 1 we show computation times for the different parts
of the dynamical core. As can be seen there, the mEVP iteration
(middle lines of the table from "strain" to "velocity") takes most of
the time, with the stress update in particular being the single most
expensive part. Since the stress update also scales well with more
cores, it is well suited as computational unit for the evaluation of
the different GPU programming frameworks. The computations
for the stress update is provided as pseudo code in Listing 1 and
the original C++ can be found in Appendix A. While the code is
in principle generic in the floating-point type, we use double in all
our experiments to ensure correctness.

3.1 OpenACC and OpenMP
A simple approach for moving computations to the GPU is to use
a directive based model like OpenACC or OpenMP. Then only
small or no changes to the code are required. Targeting C, C++ and
Fortran, both OpenACC or OpenMP define directives to annotate
loops. These instruct the compiler to offload the computations onto
the GPU.

OpenACC or OpenMP differ in how the parallel execution is
described. OpenMP is prescriptive, meaning that the programmer
has to detail how a loop should be parallelized. On the other hand,
OpenACC provides a simpler descriptive directive that leaves more
decisions to the compiler. See [34] formore details on the differences
between both approaches. In practice, OpenACC tends to give
better performance [33, 34]. However, it has more limited compiler
support and except for basic support in GCC, OpenACC can only
be used with experimental and commercial compilers that mostly
target NVIDIA hardware.

To accelerate our code, we tried three different compilers: GCC-
12.2 and NVIDIA HPC-23.5 with support for both OpenMP and
OpenACC, and Clang-16.0 which currently only supports OpenMP.
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1 void S t r e s sUpda t eH ighOrde r ( Matr ix <N ,𝑛𝑆>& 𝑆11 , Matr ix <N ,𝑛𝑆>& 𝑆12 , Matr ix <N ,𝑛𝑆>& 𝑆22 ,
2 const Matr ix <N ,𝑛𝑆>& 𝐸11 , const Matr ix <N ,𝑛𝑆>& 𝐸12 , const Matr ix <N ,𝑛𝑆>& 𝐸22 ,
3 const Matr ix <N ,𝑛𝐴>& 𝐻 , const Matr ix <N ,𝑛𝐴>& 𝐴 , double 𝛼 , double 𝛽 ) {
4 for ( 𝑖 = 0 ; 𝑖 < 𝑁 ; + + 𝑖 ) { # in p a r a l l e l
5 Vector <𝑛𝐺 > ℎ = max{0, 𝐻𝑖,∗PSI⟨𝑛𝐴 ⟩}
6 Vector <𝑛𝐺 > 𝑎 = min{1,max{0, 𝐴𝑖,∗PSI⟨𝑛𝐴 ⟩} }
7 Vector <𝑛𝐺 > 𝑒11 = 𝐸11

𝑖,∗PSI⟨𝑛𝑆 ⟩
8 Vector <𝑛𝐺 > 𝑒12 = 𝐸12

𝑖,∗PSI⟨𝑛𝑆 ⟩
9 Vector <𝑛𝐺 > 𝑒22 = 𝐸22

𝑖,∗PSI⟨𝑛𝑆 ⟩
10
11 Vector <𝑛𝐺 > 𝑃 = 𝑃★ · ℎ ∗ exp ( − 20(1 − 𝑎) )
12 Vector <𝑛𝐺 > 𝐷 =

(
Δ2
𝑚𝑖𝑛

+ 5
4 (𝐸11

𝑖,∗ ∗ 𝐸11
𝑖,∗ + 𝐸22

𝑖,∗ ∗ 𝐸22
𝑖,∗ ) + 3

2𝐸
11
𝑖,∗ ∗ 𝐸22

𝑖,∗ + 𝐸12
𝑖,∗ ∗ 𝐸12

𝑖,∗
) 1
2

13 Vector <𝑛𝐺 > 𝑃𝐷 = 𝑃/𝐷
14
15 𝑆11

𝑖,∗ = (1 − 𝛼−1 )𝑆11
𝑖,∗ + 𝛼−1𝑀−1

𝑖

(
𝑃𝐷 ∗ ( 58𝑒11 + 3

8𝑒
22 ) − 1

2𝑃
)

16 𝑆12
𝑖,∗ = (1 − 𝛼−1 )𝑆12

𝑖,∗ + 𝛼−1𝑀−1
𝑖

(
𝑃𝐷 ∗ 1

4𝑒
12)

17 𝑆22
𝑖,∗ = (1 − 𝛼−1 )𝑆22

𝑖,∗ + 𝛼−1𝑀−1
𝑖

(
𝑃𝐷 ∗ ( 58𝑒22 + 3

8𝑒
11 ) − 1

2𝑃
)

18 }
19 }

Listing 1: Implementation of the mEVP iteration equation (3). Stress and strain tensor components 𝑆11, 𝑆12, 𝑆22, 𝐸11, 𝐸12, 𝐸22 ∈
R𝑁×𝑛𝑆 are stored as matrices where 𝑁 is the number of elements and 𝑛𝑆 the number of local DOF’s in the stress space. Ice height
and concentration are denoted as 𝐻,𝐴 ∈ R𝑁×𝑛𝐴 , where 𝑛𝐴 is the number of local DOFs in the advection space. By 𝐻𝑖,∗ ∈ R𝑛𝐴
(and similar for the stress and the strain) we denote the local row vector of the DOFs belonging to element 𝑖. The matrices
PSI⟨𝑛𝐴⟩ ∈ R𝑛𝐴×𝑛𝐺 are given at compile time and they evaluate the dG functions in the Gauss points with 𝑛𝐺 being the number
of Gauss points. The matrices 𝑀−1

𝑖
∈ R𝑛𝑆×𝑛𝐺 a pre-assembled and stored for each element. They represent the local inverse

mass matrix scaled with the weights coming from the transformation of the mesh elements. By “∗” we denote the element-wise
Hadamard product of matrices.

However, we quickly found all three compilers to be ill-suited for
our purposes. The NVIDIA compiler refused to compile Eigen code,
while GCC and Clang either crashed during compilation or pro-
duced a broken program that would crash once executed. A further
issue with all but the newest Clang was, that the compilers yielded
incorrect memory transfer without a warning or error message.
In particular, objects which are not trivially copy-able, such as
Eigen matrices with at least one dynamic dimension, are not cap-
tured properly. While directives are provided to manually specify
the needed buffers, this is cumbersome to do for the complicated
template-based Eigen types in use. Furthermore, this voids the main
advantage of the directive based approach, namely its simplicity.
Use of OpenMP and OpenACC was therefore not pursued further.

3.2 CUDA
The de facto standard for general purpose GPU programming re-
mains CUDA [20], a C++ based language and API developed by
NVIDIA. CUDA has a mature ecosystem and gives low level access
to the GPU, enabling highly optimized code. However, CUDA is
limited to NVIDIA hardware.

Starting with version 3.3, Eigen has limited support for CUDA.
In particular, fixed sized matrices can be used in CUDA kernels.
This allows us to use the code from Listing 1 largely unchanged.
While Eigen’s manually vectorized code paths need to be disabled to
make it work, we still benefit from Eigen’s other features mentioned
above such as compile time size-based optimizations and expression

templates. To use Eigen with CUDA, we have to ensure that the
required data is available on GPU. For dynamic buffers like 𝑆11 in
the code listing, we simply allocate memory manually and copy it
as needed before and after the kernel invocation. Inside the CUDA
kernel, an Eigen :: Map is constructed with

auto 𝐵 = Map<Matr ix <𝑁 ,𝑛 >>( buf , 𝑁 , 𝑛 ) ;

which provides the same interface as the original matrix. For com-
pile time matrices such as PSI we use constant memory instead.
Advantages of constant memory are that no manual memory man-
agement is required, memory access can be faster since it goes
through a special cache, and the actual coefficients are available to
the compiler, enabling further optimizations. In the original C++
CPU code, the constant matrices are defined as static class mem-
bers with explicit template specialization to enable selection of the
proper matrix for the specified dG-degree at compile time. Since
static member variables are not supported in CUDA, we instead
declare separate variables and utilize if constexpr to achieve the
same flexibility for generic code:

__cons t an t __ con s t e xp r T PS I_1_1 [ 1 ] = { 1 . 0 } ;
template < in t 𝑛 , in t 𝑛𝐺 > __dev i c e__ auto PSI ( ) {

i f con s t e xp r (𝑛 == 1 && 𝑛𝐺 == 1 ) {
return Map<const Matr ix <T , 1 , 1 > > ( PS I_1_1 ) ;

}
}
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optimization time [s] speedup
CUDA baseline 0.366 1.0

CUDA shared memory 0.371 0.99
CUDA column-major 0.419 0.87
CUDA on-the-fly map 0.323 1.13
AdaptiveCPP baseline 0.466 1.0

AdaptiveCPP shared memory 0.531 0.88
AdaptiveCPP on-the-fly map 0.375 1.24

Kokkos baseline 0.522 1.0
Kokkos shared memory 0.551 0.95
Kokkos on-the-fly map 0.386 1.35

Table 2: Total time spend on the stress computation for the
different implementations on an A100. Each modification is
tested independently and speedup is relative to the respective
baseline.

Another change to consider when using Eigen on GPU is to set the
index type to int, since the default 64-bit integers are only emulated
on GPUs.

We tried a number of optimizations to speed up the Eigen CUDA
code, the results of which are shown in Table 2. Frequently, the
bottleneck on the GPU is memory access. One remedy is the manual
use of the L1-cache, called sharedmemory in CUDA. Shared between
all threads in a thread block, it can significantly speed up reads of
data that is needed multiple times and by multiple threads or when
scattered memory reads/writes are necessary. In Listing 1, the only
data that are used multiple times and by multiple threads are the
PSI matrices. Only minor changes to the code are needed to load
the PSI matrices into shared memory before use. However, we see
no benefit from this change as shown in Table 2. Access through
the constant cache is just as fast for the compile time matrices.
Shared memory would therefore only be worth considering in this
case if we expect to run out of constant memory in our simulation.
While limited to 64 KB, we expect all compile time matrices to fit in
constant memory since their size only depends on the local degrees
of freedom of the discretization.

Another potential avenue to accelerate memory accesses is to
carefully prepare the layout of data. For the C++CPU code, variables
such as 𝑆11 are stored in row-major order, meaning that coefficients
belonging to the same cell are continuous in memory. This locality
is beneficial both for effective cache usage and for vectorized mem-
ory accesses. On the GPU the most efficient way to access global
memory is through coalesced reads whereby neighboring threads
access neighboring addresses. Since each thread processes one cell,
this can be achieved by storing variables in column-major order.
Nonetheless, as we can see in Table 2, the switch to column-major
storage order for all fields causes a measurable slowdown. An in-
vestigation with a profiler revealed that the change does improve
the memory access patterns as intended. The number of exces-
sive sectors loaded from global memory decrease from 59% for the
row-major version to just 2%. However, this potential advantage
is negated by the cache, which is used to greater extend by the
row-major version and the latter code is faster overall.

A third option to reduce global memory accesses is to trade off
reads with more computations. This is beneficial when the code is

memory-bound, as is often the case on the GPU, especially with
classical linear algebra [9]. In our code, the I/O can be reduced
by re-computing the inverse parametric map𝑀−1, which depends
only on the geometry of the mesh and compile time constants. In
particular, each matrix has a size of 𝑛𝑆 × 𝑛𝐺 while each mesh cell
is fully described by 4 vertices with 2 values each. So, disregarding
constants, even for a small dG-degree such as 𝑛𝐺 = 3, fewer reads
are required if we compute the matrices on-the-fly. Upon closer
inspection, we also find that when stored in column-major order,
vertex reads are coalesced while reads to𝑀−1 are not, due to the
fact that 𝑀−1 is implemented as an array of matrices. Since the
Eigen matrix type only deals with two dimensions, adjusting the
storage order of 𝑀−1 to allow for coalesced accesses would be
difficult. Testing on an A100 GPU, we find that the on-the-fly map
computation indeed delivers a speedup of 13%.

3.3 SYCL
SYCL is an open standard for heterogeneous computing developed
by the Khronos group. With its most recent release SYCL 2020,
the standard proposes a high-level API extending C++17 that al-
lows the same code to run on various devices such as CPUs, GPUs
and FPGAs. There are currently two major implementations of
the standard, both of which are open source and based on LLVM.
Development of AdaptiveCPP [2], previously known as hipSYCL
and OpenSYCL, is lead by Heidelberg University. While various
backends are available, the focus is on NVIDIA and AMD GPUs.
The other major implementation is Data Parallel C++ (DPC++),
developed by Intel. DPC++ primarily targets Intel CPUs, GPUs and
FPGAs.

SYCL builds on top of standard C++ to minimize the effort of
adapting existing code. However, the SYCL standard forbids recur-
sion and function pointers in kernel code [29], both of which are
used in Eigen’s expression templates. Albeit these function calls
should be entirely inlined in the compiled code, DPC++ does not
allow one to compile the neXtSIM-DG code because of these issues.
AdaptiveCPP requires more effort for setup but the tool chain com-
piles Eigen. We therefore limit our investigations to AdaptiveCPP
in the following.

SYCL automates device memory management and movement
between host and device but it needs to be declared which memory
will be used in a kernel. In particular, a buffer needs to be defined,
pointing to already allocated memory on the host. Then, a command
group is created which collects all information needed to run a
task in parallel. Inside the command group, accessors allow us to
explicitly describe which buffers need to be accessed and how, i.e.
read or write. Once put in a queue, the SYCL runtime uses these
memory requirements as well as optional dependencies on other
command groups to select the best suitedmemory region to perform
needed memory transfers and to schedule the execution. Inside the
command group, we can declare a parallel for-loop and construct
Eigen maps analogous to CUDA with pointers provided by the
accessors.

In principal, we can attempt the same optimizations as with the
CUDA code.While sharedmemory did not help in the case of CUDA,
it is still of interest to see how its introduction affects the SYCL
implementation, since memory management works differently. To
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access local memory in SYCL, which is the name used for CUDA’s
shared memory, we have to declare a local_accessor in the command
buffer. In addition, local memory only makes sense in the context
of thread blocks, so we need to use a more complicated for-loop
which makes thread blocks explicit. Unfortunately, such a construct
is known to perform far worse on CPU than a simple loop and work
on reducing this gap is an active area of research [19]. Therefore, if
the code is to be run both on CPU and GPU, local memory should
be introduced only in code paths specialized for the GPU. For the
code snippet under study, this additional effort was not considered
worthwhile. Returning to Table 2 we see using shared memory
makes the kernel moderately slower. On the other hand, computing
𝑀−1 on-the-fly leads to a more substantial speedup than in CUDA.

3.4 Kokkos
Kokkos is another programming model to enable heterogeneous
computing in modern C++, currently with support for CPU as well
as NVIDIA and AMD GPUs. Kokkos is developed as part of the
Exascale Computing Project by the US Department of Energy. The
main difference to SYCL is that Kokkos is a library while SYCL
needs to be integrated into the compiler. The library-based ap-
proach greatly simplifies deployment of projects using Kokkos but
potentially limits optimizations and some features.

Kokkos consists of macros and wrappers that provide a unified
API for the different backends with the final code being processed
by the chosen compiler. Therefore, we can once again use the same
code, knowing already that it works in CUDA, and we can expect
few differences to the pure CUDA implementation. The primary
mechanism to manage memory in Kokkos are Views, which are
basically a shared pointer to a multi-dimensional array. Commonly,
both a device view and a mirrored host view are created to facilitate
data transfers. For our use case, it is possible to create a view on
already allocated memory with the Unmanaged trait. However,
because this trait is part of the type, its introduction may lead to
unnecessary copies during an execution on CPU. Since in general
the device view cannot be unmanaged as it needs its own buffer,
copies between the mirrored views will be performed regardless of
whether they already reside in the same memory space. This aside,
once copied, data is accessible in the kernel through the device view
and we can use the underlying pointer to create an Eigen map in
the same manner as in CUDA.

Possible code optimizations in Kokkos are similar to those avail-
able in SYCL. The L1-cache, called scratch memory in Kokkos, can
be accessed by specifying a TeamPolicy with a thread block size
instead of using a simple parallel for-loop. Here a nuisance of the
library becomes apparent as the total scratch memory needed for a
particular kernel has to be set manually. Furthermore, parallelism
described with explicit thread blocks has the same downside as
in SYCL, namely that it leads to strongly degraded CPU perfor-
mance. In our tests, recorded in Table 2, we find that usage of
scratch memory introduces a small overhead in Kokkos. On the fly
map-computation is, once more, beneficial and it results in a large
speedup of 35%.

CUDA Torch TorchScript TorchInductor
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Figure 1: Total time spend on the stress computation for the
different PyTorch variants and the optimized CUDA imple-
mentation on a NVIDIA RTX 3090.

3.5 PyTorch
PyTorch [22] is one of the most popular libraries for machine learn-
ing [3]. It consists of a simple-to-use Python frontend library and a
high-performance C++ backend that has a dedicated compiler to op-
timize code execution and maps execution for different hardwares
such as CPUs, GPUs, and TPUs.

To make effective use of PyTorch and the optimizations it im-
plements, we have to reformulate our computations in terms of
large tensors. For this, we remove the main loop in Line 4 and treat
the element dimension 𝑁 as the batch dimension of variable size.
The matrix-vector products become matrix-matrix products and
element-wise operations remain unchanged. Some care is necessary
to perform the products with the per-element inverse maps, e.g.
Line 16. Since we have a third dimension in𝑀−1, this is not a stan-
dard matrix-matrix product. However, we can map this operation
to a batched matrix-matrix multiplication by adding a dimension
of size 1 to the second argument and removing it again afterwards
(squeezing in PyTorch terminology).

To integrate the PyTorch code into our C++ simulation we have
multiple options. With minor syntactic changes compared to the
Python version, we can implement the computations directly with
PyTorch’s C++ API. However, this is sub-optimal since each opera-
tion is executed as a separate kernel with no kernel-fusion taking
place resulting in many reads and writes of the same data. A sec-
ond option is to define the computation as a PyTorch model in
Python. This model can be exported as TorchScript and loaded in
C++. Part of the C++ runtime is a just-in-time compiler which
attempts to optimize the model execution on repeated use. How-
ever, more recent efforts to accelerate models have been focused on
TorchDynamo, a compiler first released with PyTorch 2.0 in March
2023. While the front-end of TorchDynamo is written in Python,
various backends are available, some of which can be used with-
out the Python runtime. Most promising among those we tested is
the builtin TorchInductor which leverages the compiler Triton [31]
to produce highly optimized fused-matrix multiplications [28]. In
particular, PyTorch 2.2 allows TorchInductor to generate a C++
wrapper function for the entire model which can then be integrated
into C++ code with a few modifications. References to the Python
runtime need to be removed and the arguments given to the model
have to be reorganized.

We compare the three proposed variants to integrate the PyTorch
model into C++ in Fig. 1. Albeit they use the same tensor primitives,
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the native C++ interface is considerably slower than TorchScript.
The new compiler, TorchInductor, with its Triton optimized kernels,
is significantly faster than the alternatives. In fact, at least on the
RTX 3090, TorchInductor even outperforms the native CUDA code
by a significant margin.

4 NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
To analyze the performance of our implementations, we use the
established VP benchmark of a moving cyclone over a sea ice re-
gion [17]. The original C++ CPU version of the code has already
been validated on this benchmark, see [23]. We can therefore en-
sure the correctness of our implementations by comparing to the
CPU version. For time measurements, we simulate a duration of
1 h, which requires 30 advection steps and 3, 000 stress updates.

In the current GPU implementations, significant time is required
to transfer memory between host and device. Nonetheless, we focus
on the kernel execution times in the following since the final objec-
tive of our work is a full GPU implementation of the dynamical core.
While transfers are still necessary for coupling with other models,
the major effort of simulating the sea-ice dynamics is in the mEVP
iteration. To ensure accurate timings, synchronization barriers are
inserted as needed before and after the kernel invocation. In SYCL
memory transfers are implicit, so we rely on the builtin profiling
instead. Experiments are conducted in the following environment:

• 2× AMD EPYC Rome 7402 CPU, 2 × 24 cores @ 2.8GHz
• NVIDIA A100 GPU, 40 GB HBM2e
• GCC-12.3
• CUDA 12.2
• Kokkos 4.1.0
• AdaptiveCPP 23.10.0 based on Clang-17.04
• PyTorch 2.2 Nightly (24-November-2023)

Of particular importance for coupled climate simulations is the
performance scaling as a function of grid resolution and hence
problem size. With a fixed domain size of 512 km, we reduce the
resolution from 4 km to 0.25 km, which corresponds to an increase
in the number of elements from 1.6 × 104 to 1.7 × 107 (i.e. one has
a quadratic scaling in the resolution). In Fig. 2 we compare the best
implementation for each approach as a function of elements. For
CUDA, Kokkos and AdaptiveCPP, we compute the inverse maps
on-the-fly. In case of Kokkos and AdaptiveCPP, the simple for-loop
is used to run the update in parallel, which also makes the switch
to CPU viable. For PyTorch, we take the implementation generated
by TorchInductor.

Our CUDA implementation delivers a significant speedup over
the OpenMP CPU reference implementation. For the smallest prob-
lemwith 1.6×104 elements, CUDA is 3 times faster, scaling up to 6.4
for 1.7× 107 elements. Kokkos asymptotically performs the same as
CUDA on GPU and as OpenMP on CPU. This is to be expected since
the very same compilers (NVCC and GCC) are used by Kokkos and
only memory buffers and kernel dispatch are abstracted. On small
problems, Kokkos overhead makes it 50% slower than CUDA but,
surprisingly, the CPU version is slightly faster than raw OpenMP
for the same number of elements. AdaptiveCPP scales worse than
the other GPU accelerated codes, being 70% slower for the largest
problem tested. However, it still provides a significant improvement
over the CPU OpenMP version. The good performance for small
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Figure 2: Timings of the stress update using the best perform-
ing version for each framework. The size of the mesh cells
size is scaled from 4 km to 0.25 km while keeping the domain
size constant to increase the number of elements.

numbers is likely just an artifact from the differing time measur-
ing method. On the CPU side, we could not get AdaptiveCPP to
run properly. Best performance was achieved with a restriction
to just 24 threads, indicating that the available CPUs are not uti-
lized properly. While the documentation mentions possible user
errors when running the CPU backend, we were unable to obtain
stable results on three different systems, illustrating a greater diffi-
culty in using the framework. Finally, the PyTorch implementation
shows the greatest variance as a function of resolution. Slower even
than OpenMP on small problems, it scales very well, outperform-
ing native CUDA code beyond 5 × 105 elements. On the largest
problem size we measure a speedup of 9% over CUDA. The poor
performance on smaller problems and the discrepancy to the results
from Fig. 1, obtained on a RTX 3090, warrant further investigation.
One important aspect is likely the very large difference in double-
precision performance between the RTX 3090. In particular, with a
difference in peak double-precision performance by a factor of 17
(A100 without Tensor Cores 9.7 TFLOPS; RTX 3090 0.56 TFLOPS),
the RTX 3090 is compute-bound in our workload while the A100 is
memory-bound.

5 CONCLUSION
We implemented and analyzed different options for the GPU paral-
lelization of the neXtSIM-DG dynamical core. Our results show that
CUDA remains themost reliable option both in term of performance
and the toolchain. With the CUDA support of Eigen, we were also
able to use the CPU C++ code essentially without modifications in
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CUDA. Kokkos and SYCL offer a more advanced programming mod-
els but this comes overall with reduced performance. Furthermore,
using dedicated GPU features such as shared memory leads to code
that is very inefficient on the CPU, breaking the promise of the het-
erogeneous computing paradigm. SYCL also suffers from immature
implementations. Interestingly, PyTorch provides the fastest code
for a fine mesh resolution. It outperforms even native CUDA, likely
through features such as tensor fusion that are difficult to realize
in handwritten code. An improved workflow is, however, required
to make it usable in applications.

In future work, we want to investigate more diverse compute
hardware, e.g. AMD GPUs and ARM processors and also the use of
multiple GPUs. We also want to further study the PyTorch version,
for example the performance of the CPU backend and single or
mixed precisions which is intrinsically supported by it. Another
advantage of the PyTorch backend is that automatic differentia-
tion is immediately available. This is of great relevance for hybrid
methods that combine a conventional discretization with a machine
learning component, e.g. [5, 8, 15, 16].

6 CODE AVAILABILITY
The project neXtSIM-DG is under active development and hosted on
GitHub (https://github.com/nextsimhub/nextsimdg). The self con-
tained repository with the GPU implementations and experiments
described in this paper is available at https://kosinus.math.uni-
magdeburg.de/Thanduriel/dynamical_core.
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1 template <DG> using DGVec = Eigen : : Matr ix <T , E igen : : Dynamic , DG> ;
2
3 template < in t CG, in t DGstress , in t DGadvection >
4 void S t r e s sUpda t eH ighOrde r ( const VPParameters& vpparameters ,
5 const ParametricMomentumMap<CG>& pmap , const Parametr i cMesh& smesh ,
6 DGVec<DGstress >& S11 , DGVec<DGstress >& S12 , DGVec<DGstress >& S22 ,
7 const DGVec<DGstress >& E11 , const DGVec<DGstress >& E12 , const DGVec<DGstress >& E22 ,
8 const DGVec<DGadvection >& H, const DGVec<DGadvection >& A, double a lpha , double be t a )
9 {
10 con s t e xp r in t NGP = ( ( DGs t re s s == 8 ) | | ( DGs t re s s == 6 ) ) ? 3 : ( DGs t re s s == 3 ? 2 : − 1 ) ;
11 using EdgeVec = Eigen : : Matr ix <T , 1 , NGP ∗ NGP> ;
12
13 #pragma omp p a r a l l e l for
14 for ( s i z e _ t i = 0 ; i < smesh . ne l ements ; ++ i ) {
15 auto hGauss = (H . row ( i ) ∗ PSI <DGadvection , NGP> ) . a r r ay ( ) . max ( 0 . 0 ) . ma t r i x ( ) ;
16 auto aGauss = (A . row ( i ) ∗ PSI <DGadvection , NGP> ) . a r r ay ( ) . max ( 0 . 0 ) . min ( 1 . 0 ) . ma t r i x ( ) ;
17 EdgeVec P = ( _vpparamete r s . P s t a r ∗ hGauss . a r r ay ( )
18 ∗ ( − 2 0 . 0 ∗ ( 1 . 0 − aGauss . a r r ay ( ) ) ) . exp ( ) ) . ma t r i x ( ) ;
19
20 const EdgeVec e11Gauss = E11 . row ( i ) ∗ PSI <DGstress , NGP> ;
21 const EdgeVec e12Gauss = E12 . row ( i ) ∗ PSI <DGstress , NGP> ;
22 const EdgeVec e22Gauss = E22 . row ( i ) ∗ PSI <DGstress , NGP> ;
23 const auto DELTA = ( vpparamete r s . Del taMin ∗ vpparamete r s . Del taMin
24 + 1 . 2 5 ∗ ( e11Gauss . a r r ay ( ) . s qua re ( ) + e22Gauss . a r r ay ( ) . s qua re ( ) )
25 + 1 . 5 0 ∗ e11Gauss . a r r ay ( ) ∗ e22Gauss . a r r ay ( )
26 + e12Gauss . a r r ay ( ) . s qua re ( ) ) . s q r t ( ) . ma t r i x ( ) ;
27
28 const T a lpha Inv = 1 . 0 / a lpha ;
29 const T f a c = 1 . 0 − a l pha Inv ;
30 const EdgeVec PDe l t a = P . a r r ay ( ) / DELTA . a r r ay ( ) ;
31 S11 . row ( i ) = f a c ∗ S11 . row ( i ) + ( pmap . iMJwPSI [ i ]
32 ∗ ( a l pha Inv ∗ ( PDe l t a . a r r ay ( )
33 ∗ ( ( 5 . 0 / 8 . 0 ) ∗ e11Gauss . a r r ay ( ) + ( 3 . 0 / 8 . 0 ) ∗ e22Gauss . a r r ay ( ) )
34 − 0 . 5 ∗ P . a r r ay ( ) ) . ma t r i x ( ) . t r a n s po s e ( ) ) ) . t r a n s po s e ( ) ;
35 S12 . row ( i ) = f a c ∗ S12 . row ( i ) + ( pmap . iMJwPSI [ i ]
36 ∗ ( a l pha Inv ∗ ( PDe l t a . a r r ay ( ) ∗ ( 1 . 0 / 4 . 0 ) ∗ e12Gauss . a r r ay ( ) )
37 . ma t r i x ( ) . t r a n s po s e ( ) ) ) . t r a n s po s e ( ) ;
38 S22 . row ( i ) = f a c ∗ S22 . row ( i ) + ( pmap . iMJwPSI [ i ]
39 ∗ ( a l pha Inv ∗ ( PDe l t a . a r r ay ( )
40 ∗ ( ( 5 . 0 / 8 . 0 ) ∗ e22Gauss . a r r ay ( ) + ( 3 . 0 / 8 . 0 ) ∗ e11Gauss . a r r ay ( ) )
41 − 0 . 5 ∗ P . a r r ay ( ) ) . ma t r i x ( ) . t r a n s po s e ( ) ) ) . t r a n s po s e ( ) ;
42 }
43 }

Listing 2: Implementation of the stress update with Eigen. The method is generic in the degrees of freedom of the different
cG and dG elements. The matrix() and array() methods change the type of an expression to differentiate between matrix and
component-wise operations and are no-ops during runtime.
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